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In the wake of the UN’s latest climate report, it’s clear that we must make radical transformations 
to many parts of human society.

And the pressure is rising daily to meet this moment. We see the need for change in our individual 
lives, as we experience more threatening wildfires, more turbulent storms, and more volatile weather 
each year. We’re more thoughtful about the impact of our choices, yet recognize that global change is 
beyond the reach of any single person. Meanwhile, businesses face growing expectations to do more 
on climate, while also feeling strain in their supply chains and raw materials resourcing – in addition 
to workforces overstretched by the personal and professional impact of COVID-19.

Yet the truth is that no one is yet doing enough for sustainability.

Higg believes technology plays a critical role in accelerating progress. Our integrated software 
platform helps companies develop a holistic view of their environmental and social impact, enabling 
smarter decisions. With credible, contextualized impact data, companies can bring a sustainability-
driven point-of-view into all parts of their business. And because it’s built on common frameworks for 
measurement and evaluation, Higg contributes to collective improvement across industries as well.

Over the last two years, we’ve expanded our platform’s capabilities so that consumer goods businesses 
can make improvements in all parts of their value chain – from assessing materials choices, to 
measuring the footprint of their retail spaces. Through our partnership with the Sustainable Apparel 
Coalition, we’ve quickly become the go-to measurement solution for the apparel industry. Through 
new partnerships, we’re progressively expanding into new industries.

However, time is not on anyone’s side. In order to accomplish large-scale change, we must reach 
more businesses, more markets, and more shoppers as quickly as possible. This inaugural report 
takes a close look at our progress towards that goal, and how we’re helping drive the progress that 
our planet demands.

Jason Kibbey 

CEO, Higg

Introduction

https://www.ipcc.ch/assessment-report/ar6/
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Our Story

Higg is the sustainability insights platform, helping consumer goods businesses take responsibility for 
their entire impact – from materials to products, from factories to stores, across energy, waste, water, 
and working conditions. By making both data collection and performance analysis easier, we help 
brands and manufacturers make better environmental, social and governance decisions – across all 
parts of their business.

Spun out of the Sustainable Apparel Coalition in 2019 as a Public Benefit LLC, Higg is the exclusive 
licensee of the Higg Index, a suite of tools for the standardized measurement of supply chain 
sustainability. Our standing as a public benefit company signals our commitment to a more 
sustainable future. Higg promotes industries that impart a positive impact on individual workers, local 
communities, and the whole planet.

Our Theory of Change

We believe that all paths to improvement begin with measurement, but they don’t end there.

It is only through accurate measurement that a business can understand where they really are today, 
determine where they should be, and chart a path to get there. However, data collection should never be 
an end in and of itself. Simply put, measurement is not impact reduction.

Impact happens in the steps after, when a product designer can confidently choose a material that uses 
less water; when a manufacturer earns a new contract because they’ve documented their transition to 
renewable energy sources; and when a brand expands investments in their low-impact product line, 
because it’s proven to appeal to new customers. Ultimately, impact reduction comes from businesses 
being rewarded by their sustainable choices.

As a single source of comprehensive sustainability data, Higg enables the analysis and insights essential 
to meaningful improvement.

With access to accurate data across their value chain:

• Businesses understand their actual impact

• Develop plans for specific improvements

• Track goals and progress

• Share the results with stakeholders, peers, and customers
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We see these results in our own users’ performance. 

While no single platform can hope to address the climate crisis, we expect that as more users engage 
and exchange data via our platform, more businesses will improve their impact.

As detailed later in this report, businesses who use Higg tools consistently earn 
higher scores, show reduced impact, and improve on their sustainability.

Our Progress

In just two years, we’ve made strides in both breadth and depth of our software.

We started with tools to measure manufacturing facilities’ environmental and social impacts – and 
have since expanded to offer full end-to-end measurement solutions, to enable businesses to assess 
the full impact of their retail operations, manufacturing, and even materials selection. We have 
also developed services to ensure accurate data collection by manufacturers, and tools to improve 
reporting and analysis by brands.

Finally, we provide unparalleled opportunities for brands to disclose their product claims, starting 
with material genesis through production, distribution, and all the way to end of use. We help 
consumers get the visibility they need to make more sustainable decisions.

These platform improvements are driving overall user growth and success. Today, facility 
managers are completing their assessments in half the time, and nearly half our users share their 
results with more than one value chain partner. These advancements in both measurement and 
transparency are creating a race to the top in terms of sustainability.

We’re also proud to now be serving businesses in industries beyond apparel – welcoming 
customers from industries such as electronics, hard goods, toys, and home textiles and furnishings 
into our network of Higg users.

As a purpose-driven company, we hold ourselves to a high standard of transparency and 
impact. We produced this report to not only communicate our success, but also to fulfill a key 
obligation of all benefit Public Benefit LLC’s: to inform the public of our contribution to social and 
environmental wellbeing.
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Here’s what else we’re proud of:
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1. Increased user growth across all types of accounts 

2. Increased features enabling measurement, management, and transparency

3. Increased usage of each measurement tool

4. Increased shares between supply chain partners

5. Increased scores indicating improvement 

6. Demonstrated industry expansion 

Impact Objectives
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1. Increased user growth across all types of accounts

Higg users grew from 10,000 in 2018, to over 45,000 in 2021. Additionally, Higg accounts exceeded 
30,000 in 2021. 

As more brands and their associated facilities join the Higg platform, users grow exponentially. 
Users are expected to surpass 50,000 by the end of 2021.

Progress on Objectives
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2. Increased features enabling measurement, management, 
and transparency

In 2019, Higg spun out of the Sustainable Apparel Coalition to focus on innovation, development and 
delivery of our enterprise-level software tools. Since then, Higg has expanded its software platform in 
three fundamental capabilities: measurement, management, and transparency.

The timeline below reflects our progress to date.
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Higg is especially committed to helping businesses share their impact data, normalizing transparency 
as a best practice in the industry. Improving analytics, offering multiple options for data download, 
building APIs for more granular impact evaluation, and integrating with 3rd party systems (such as the 
Open Apparel Registry) are some of the ways we’re helping brands to do more with their data.
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3. Increased usage of each measurement tool

Increased utilization of the Higg platform is demonstrated across the facility, brand, and product 
tools. These tools consist of a series of assessments and datasets that businesses can use to measure 
their impact.

Our most mature product, the Higg Facility Environmental Module (FEM), measures 
impact across water, waste, emissions, and chemicals, and shows strong YoY growth in usage. 
Allocated self-assessments, or self-assessments assigned by brands to facilities, grew by 18% from 
2019 to 2020.

2020 assessments are not due until 2021 year-end, explaining the apparent decrease in YoY growth 
from 2019 to 2020. This is true for each chart where indicated.

Given historic growth rates of approx. 70% YoY, we expect posted verified assessments to reach 
over 4,700 in 2021.
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TESTIMONIAL

Treadler is a supply chain service that offers access to H&M Group’s global network committed 
to a sustainable fashion future. Treadler works exclusively with factories that use the Higg Index.

“Using the Higg Index enables us to incentivize and reward factories that 
showcase continuous progress and improvements. We have full visibility into their 
performance as well as challenges they face. Rather than just receiving updates 
on a superficial level, our suppliers and brand clients can see progress towards 
collective goals and be part of that journey together.”

Hanna Hallin 
Global Sustainability Manager, Treadler

The Higg Facility Social and Labor Module (FSLM) measures the social impact of manufacturing 
across areas such as wages, working hours, health and safety, and employee treatment. Higg was pleased 
to see a 162% YoY jump since 2019 in allocated self-assessments.

COVID-19 challenged brands to think even more critically about working conditions and employee health 
and safety. However, it also restricted third-party auditors from making in-person factory visits. The 
FSLM offers not only key insights into working conditions and areas for improvement, but also stands in 
for on-site audits during the pandemic.
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TESTIMONIAL

Leading European fashion & lifestyle platform Zalando recently required its brand partners to 
complete the Higg Brand & Retail Module. Zalando, its own brands, and all brands selling on the 
platform must report their social and environmental performance annually.

“Consumers increasingly ask more questions about sustainability performance. 
The Higg BRM will provide us with the data we need to ultimately share brand-
level information with consumers for them to make more sustainable choices. We 
are committed to working closely with our partner brands to continuously raise 
the bar on ethical standards.”

Kate Heiny
Director Sustainability, Zalando

The Higg Brand and Retail Module (BRM) evaluates social and environmental impact across a 
wide range of business operations, from packaging and transportation of goods, to the environmental 
impact of stores and offices. We were pleased to see a 19% increase in allocated self assessments, 
indicating that more brands are looking holistically at their impact. Finally, we look forward to seeing 
steady growth in allocated verified assessments as they become available for their second year.
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New and updated Product Tools, launched in 2020, estimate the total impacts of a particular 
product, from materials to end-of-use. Design and development teams can evaluate materials’ impacts 
and full product lifecycle, encouraging sustainability-minded design from the outset. The Product Tool 
offers invaluable insight to designers, reflected in its 335% YoY growth from 2020 to 2021.
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4. Increased shares between supply chain partners

Once an assessment is completed, a facility can share the completed assessment’s data with their supply 
chain partners.

The graphs below show the percentage of facilities that shared their assessment with more than 
one supply chain partner. The number of “shares” between facilities and brands is an indicator of 
commitment to sustainability, continuous improvement, and the network effect of the platform.

Labels show number of assessments shared 2 or more times and the percent of total 
assessments for that year.
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Since 2017, we’ve seen a YoY increase in the number of assessments being shared more than once. We 
expect to see 2020 shares continue increasing until the end of 2021, deepening brands’ understanding 
of their impact across the value chain.

Labels show number of assessments shared 2 or more times and the percent of 
total assessments for that year.

Labels show number of assessments shared 2 or more times and the percent 
of total assessments for that year.
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5. Increased scores indicating improvement

As businesses commit to completing assessments annually, performance scores also improve, 
indicated by average total Facility Environmental Assessment (or FEM) scores each year.

Facilities who have completed the FEM assessments across multiple years show high improvement as 
well. For example, facilities who have completed an FEM for four years increase their scores by 12% 
YoY on average.
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While a high scoring FEM indicates strong overall performance, improved annual scores demonstrate 
facilities’ tangible improvements to environmental performance. Specific to energy use behaviors, 
facilities that completed the FEM tool three years consecutively show consistent improvements in favor 
of energy efficiency, including heightened energy use awareness. For example, 49% of facilities in 2020 
have an implementation plan to improve energy use, compared to 35% in 2018.

Improved YoY scores on the Higg Brand and Retail Module (or BRM) also indicate that multi-year tool 
use helps brands make tangible improvements in environmental and social categories.
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6. Demonstrated industry expansion

Higg’s software provides what is often viewed as the benchmarking standard in apparel and footwear 
industries. As seen in the chart below, increasingly, consumer goods products such as toys and 
electronics are also turning to Higg to measure their impact. 
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Over the last year, the world has been forced to reckon with the dual challenges of a pandemic and 
warming climate. Both require global cooperation – and particularly with climate, we are too far 
from the degree of collaboration we need.

And we at Higg recognize that we must also do more – to develop more solutions, that offer more 
insights, and are ever easier to use.

Looking ahead, we have a number of initiatives underway to deliver on continuous improvement 
for our users. First, we are forging new and broader partnerships, so that we can expand the sources 
of primary data our platform collects and provides – from carbon emissions to labor standards to 
product chain of custody. Second, we need to expand what can be done with that data. Our customers 
need synthesized results to make more informed sustainability decisions (our recently relaunched 
analytics tool is a step in this direction). Finally, we want our platform to contribute to and reinforce 
the larger market effects that accelerate change. Examples of these forcing mechanisms are 
compatibility with new regulations for businesses, and participation in industry-level transparency 
programs, which can help inform and engage consumers. We believe that in aggregate these steps 
can hasten sustainable transformation.

We have important years ahead of us, and we will work to deliver a platform that serves more 
partners and enables decisions built on trusted data. Simply put, the moment demands that we all go 
further, faster.

Looking Ahead
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Visit:      higg.com 

Email:    contact@higg.com

For more information

http://higg.com  
mailto:mailto:contact%40higg.com?subject=

